LA&M TO CELEBRATE 25 YEARS OF LEATHER HISTORY IN 2016

Mark your calendars Sept. 16 – 18, 2016

Join the Leather Archives & Museum in Chicago for a weekend long celebration of our history! Together we’ll highlight our community’s treasures and applaud the thousands of people who have made the LA&M possible. Visit LeatherArchives.org/Anniversary for more information and to register.

If you can’t make it to Chicago in September...
Celebrate around the world throughout 2016!
• Film documenting the history of the LA&M
• Special exhibits .. online and traveling around the country
• Catalog of the LA&M’s history and collections highlight
• Special anniversary merchandise
• 25 years of history website featuring photos, films and documents from the LA&M’s past

SAILOR SID ARCHIVES AND PHOTOGRAPHY COLLECTION TO BE AVAILABLE ONLINE

The Leather Archives & Museum, with support from the Association of Professional Piercers, raised funds to fully digitize an amazing collection of photographs, films and papers from the “Sailor” Sid Diller collection.

Since funding, the photographs, films and papers in the Sailor Sid collection have been digitized and transferred to stable archival housing. Photographs, papers, letters and films from this collection will be made available online in 2016. A traveling exhibit of the collection will also appear at the APP conference in Las Vegas in 2016.
NEWLY PROCESSED:
THE JAN HALL PAPERS

Jan Hall is a sadomasochist extraordinaire. She founded Briar Rose, the first Columbus, Ohio based women’s S/M group, served numerous positions within the National Leather Association—International (NLA—I), and was a part of activist efforts including: domestic violence awareness, sexual civil rights, and AIDS/HIV education. The Jan Hall Papers provide a curated view of S/M activism, community, and correspondence from 1986 through 2000.

What’s New In The Archives?
Find out at archivistscorner.tumblr.com

LEATHER PEOPLE OF COLOR IN COOK COUNTY PROJECT

The Leather Archives & Museum has received a $17,500 capacity building IMPACT grant from the LGBT Fund of the Chicago Community Trust to acquire, preserve and exhibit histories of LGBT Leather People of Color in Cook County. The grant will be used to further develop and exhibit the LA&M’s collections including stories, artifacts and papers.

The Leather Persons of Color in Cook County Project will reach out to collect materials from Leather LGBT individuals and organizations in Cook County. Once acquired, The Project will allow these collections to be processed, preserved and made available to the public.

The Project will use existing LA&M collections and newly acquired materials to create a museum exhibit at the LA&M and will fund an online resource to celebrate the artist Etienne (Dom Orejudos) as a Leather Man of Color.

The Leather Archives & Museum is excited to launch this project with generous support from the LGBT Fund of the Chicago Community Trust.
VOLUNTEERS IN ACTION!

Your generous support of the LA&M allows digital access to our collections via:

leatherarchives.tumblr.com
Facebook.com/leatherarchives
Twitter.com/leatherarchives
Vimeo.com/leatherarchives
Youtube.com/user/leatherarchives

COLLECTIONS FROM THE LEATHER ARCHIVES & MUSEUM ON LOAN TO ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY’S MILNER LIBRARY FOR EXHIBITION

The Leather Archives & Museum is pleased to announce that items for our collections were loaned to the Milner Library at Illinois State University for their recent exhibit “Your Body, Your Canvas” which ran from August 31–October 31, 2015.

YOUR HISTORY PRESERVED AND ACCESSIBLE 24/7 ONLINE

Pictured: Missy, Alex Tatum, Pup Soul, Adam Hart, Dwight Skeates, Christina Court, Luis Acoltzi, Rick Storer, Jakob VanLammeren, Noah Barth

Not pictured: Steve Bell, Pup Tork, Scott, Keir McCoy, Michael Pacas, John P, Issa, Jack Rinella, Jeff Storer
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT
2015–2016 Members and Donors

**Donors of $5,000 or more**
Association of Professional Piercers
Bear Man
Centaur MC
Chicago Eagle Rises Benefit
CLAW 2016
John Palatinus Charitable Trust
Leather SiNS
Tides Foundation
Recon

**Donors of $2,500 or more**
Lambda Men’s Brotherhood
Philadelphia Leather Pride Night 2015
Russ Mortenson Boyd
Tawse

**Donors of $1,000 or more**
Carnival of Madness: Chuck Russell
Exile 4 Fetish Ball
Harry H. Harkins
Imperial Windy City Court
Johnny Flexx
Dallas Jewish Community Foundation
New Menjo's Complex
Roger Scheid
Scott Philips
Timoteo, LLC

**Donors of $500 or more**
Billy Lane and John Brook
boy tyler fong
Chicago Rubbermen
David Barnett
Eric Kinast
FistFest Midwest
Joe The Barber
John Prather
Leather 64Ten
Lexington CLAW Nation party
Mark Zubro
Master slave Conference 2015
Men’s Room Party
Mike & Rita K.
National Leather Association: International Palm Springs Leather PunkMedics Rangers Inc.
Robert Guenther
Sir Papa Bear
Tom Matt and Troll Waiters
slave bren bnglf Auction
Steve Ranger
Stompers Boots
Tallen Bell and George Pena

**Donors of $200 or more**
A donation from Bill Mollema
Adam Damewood
Andrew Masterson
Bill Christiansen
Brendan McIntyre
Brent Seeley & Jeff Halsey
Brett James
Daddy Mark and Boy Spyker
Dan Ronneberg
Dan Weiss
Darrell Moyer
David – SF
David Ellis and bobby coad
Doug Dantzler
DVB Body Art
Frank Nowicki
Haus of the Ursine
Jack Duke
Jason Zahlen
Jay Harcourt
Jay Hemphill
Jim Rineferd
Joe Spaceman and Luis Tapantisag
John J. DiGilio
John, E
Keith Foot
Ken Rogers
Kip Hollar
Kirk Hamlin
Leather Panda
Lenny Broberg and Paul Maluchnik
Leon Grossman
Luis Tapantisag
Lyle Swallow & Jack Becker
Marc Arendt
Mark Frazier
Master Alex Koppeler
Melinda Chateauvert
Michael Holeman
Michael Kaplan
Mike Daggis & Kelley Witt
Miss Simone
Mob New England
Mr. Keith Trutt
Neil M.
Nick Elliott
Norman L. Sandfield
Pat Daley
Patrick Grady
Patrick Mulcahey
Paulo and jubl Arriola–Headley
Peter Kokoszka
Promethean Guard of NJ
Ramiens Pierre
Ray “Piglet” Izard
Richard Puller
Rick Storer
Rick Umbach
Rik Newton-Treadway
Rob Anderson
Robert Weber
Ron Moser
Ron Vogel
Sarah Humble
Scott Alan Moore
Steve Bell
Steve Lenius
Terrell Brown
Terry L Buchar
Thom Stockman and Patrick Kellogg
Walter Johnson

**Donors of $100 or more**
Alleycat
Amber R. Clifford–Napoleone
Billy Wood Jr.
black
Bob Peterson
Boy Wayne M.
Brian Donner
Chicago Leather Club
Christina Court
Claw Jack
Corn Haulers L&L
D. Dillandro
Daddy Vick Germany
Dan Marrs
David Drees
Dean Ogren
Doc Dahon
Dr. Robert Wall
E. Taylor Coleman
Gayle Rubin
H + W
Infinite Body Piercing
Jakob VanLammeren
Jeff L Storer and Bob Rowe
Jim Moron and Derek Ruiz
Jim Overhoiser
Joe Granese
John M. Muller
Jon Landvick
JW Rutkowski
MACO Events
Mark Hurte
Mary Elizabeth Boyd
Masterlady LJ and slave tabitha
Metamorphosis Tattooing and Piercing
Michael and Crista Metzel
Miquel Torres
Nicole Dimitrov
Perry Wiggins and Michael Barnes
Peter Fiske
Phil Hannema
Purple Passion
Race Bannon
Richard Ziese
Ron Volanti
Scott Answer
Sir Brian F.’s slave david stein
Smokeo Productions
Steve Bianchi
Steve Carbone
Steven Rhodes
Todd “TC” Crasper
Tom M.
Trooper
Trooper and Elisa
Wagoe
Wendell Reid

**Donors of $50 or more**
Adam L. Schiff
Alex Ironrood
Alex Wisniowski
Angelique Schuler
B & C
Bran
Brett Baldwin
Brodieck Rojas and Eric Gangloff
Carlos Cruz
Charles Lum
Codi Suzanne Oliver
Darío Sánchez–González
Dick and Pat Storer
Doc
Douglas O’Keeffe
Douglas Pampolin
Dr. Jennifer Tyburczy
Eli Shannon
Eric Gutierrez
G. Ronald Kastner, Ph.D.
GentleDom9
Greg Bearskin
Ira C. Smith
Janet Ryan
Jean Hardy
Jeff J.
Joe Birdwell
Joey McDonald
John Rossi
Justin Tanis
Kevin
Kyanh Kalani
Lisa Lacirola
Lynn Schornick
Master Z – Texas
Matt Zanon
Michael O’Donnell
Michael Pacas
Michael Patino
Mory Martinez
Mudcub
Mystriys Lily
Natalie
Patrick Smith
Penelope Jones
Pete Burke
Peter Thomas
Queerella Fistalot
Raul Cornier
Russ & Larry
Ruth Fink–Winter
San Diego Eagle
Stephen Klein
Thomas Fincannon
Tom Greenlief
Twinfists Leather & Latte
William J. Smith Trust

**Lifetime Members**
Andy Mangels
Bear Man
Black Heart Uniform Ball
Centaur MC
Chicago Hellfire Club
Chuck Renslow
CLAW Corporation
Fort Lauderdale Leather Pride
International Mr. Leather
International Ms. Leather, LLC
Jill Carter and Family
John Palatinus Charitable Trust
John Pendal
Jon Krongaard and Ken Rose
Joseph W. Bean
Lambda Men’s Brotherhood
Leather SiNS
Melinda Chateauvert
Philadelphia Leather Pride Night
Robert Guenther
Robert M. Ridering
T. L. Gross
Tawse
Tides Foundation